Sculpture:
Make a kinetic sculpture by
using any material of your
choice. Look at the artist
Alexander Calder for
inspiration.
Create a sculpture using paper
or magazines. Use different
techniques such as folding,
pleating, bending, twisting,
curling, rolling, creating a
fringe and cutting, plus any
other technique you can think
of.
Try origami, look at the
website origami club, there
are lots to try.

•

•

Drawing:
•

•
•

Collect objects from around your
home to arrange a still life. Take time
drawing the arrangement, add
shading and contrast to create
depth.
Draw a shape and then create a
tessellation. Then add colour to to
your pattern.
Draw a self portrait by using a
continuous line. You could even try
making it harder by doing it blind,
not looking at what you are drawing,
creating a blind drawing. Don’t cheat
though!

•

Year 5 & 6 Art Home Learning Challenges
• Try as many of the activities as possible.
• You can use as many different materials as you like,
e.g. pen, pencil, crayon, paint, digital images etc.

Collage:
•
•
•

Using newspapers, magazines and junk mail
create a collage of your favourite animal.
Create a collage in the style of Henri Matisse.
Use face parts taken from magazines and
newspapers to create an abstract portrait of a
family member. You could look at the artist Pablo
Picasso for inspiration.

Digital Media:
•

•

Using a phone, camera or
tablet, take lots of photos
around your home. Can you
look for letters and numbers?
Can you make the alphabet
using digital collage?
Using a phone, camera of tablet
create a digital collage of ‘Life at
Home’ using the program Pic
Collage (or something similar).

Printing:
•
•

Using objects can you create a print. You can
use sponges, twigs, leaves and so on.
Create a stencil by drawing a simple shape and
cutting it out. You can then use a sponge or
paintbrush to print the stencil using bright
vivid colours to create wonderful designs.

